
Nature Centre

Amman, Jordan

3136.JOR
2007 Award Cycle

Client: Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature

Built Area: 1’546 m² 

Cost: US$ 887’323

In the words of its designer, this project is about enriching ‘activity not architecture’: its 
massing, use of materials and response to its steeply vertical site are all intended to be self-
effacing. The centre is an urban reserve - a ‘viewing platform framing an infinitely rich 
downtown context’. It promotes research and local handicrafts as well as more general 
reading and relaxation. Environmentally, it uses as much cool northern light as possible, 
and has a grey water system for irrigation. Recycled materials are applied creatively: soft 
drinks cans, in particular, find their way into floor tiles, door veneers and the reception 
desk.

Architect: Ammar Khammash
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Commission
Design
Construction
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Ground Floor
Total Floor
Costs
Programme

Nature Centre

Fawzi Al Ma’alouf Street
Amman, Jordan

Ammar Khammash
Amman, Jordan

Royal Society for the 
Conservation of Nature
Jordan, Jordan

2000
2000 - 2001
2001 - 2003
2003
2’182 m2

400 m2

1’546 m2

US$ 887’323
In the words of its designer, 
this project is about enriching 
‘activity not architecture’: 
its massing, use of materials 
and response to its steeply 
vertical site are all intended to 
be self-effacing. The centre is 
an urban reserve - a ‘viewing 
platform framing an infinitely 
rich downtown context’. It 
promotes research and local 
handicrafts as well as more 
general reading and relaxation. 
Environmentally, it uses as 
much cool northern light as 
possible, and has a grey water 
system for irrigation. Recycled 
materials are applied creatively: 
soft drinks cans, in particular, 
find their way into floor tiles, 
door veneers and the reception 
desk.
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